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BCLP Partner Jean-Claude (J.C.) André was quoted in the Los Angeles Times regarding the legal

battles his client, former Los Angeles Dodgers outfielder Yasiel Puig, and current Dodgers pitcher

and outfielder Shohei Ohtani face related to sports betting, highlighting the complexities foreign

athletes may face when navigating the U.S. legal system.

Initially assured he wasn’t a target because investigators were focused on the bookies—not the

bettors—Puig now faces federal charges for obstruction of justice and making false statements

after his first conversation with the law enforcement. The case serves as a cautionary tale for

professional athletes like Otani on how witnesses in federal investigations can become targets

themselves if they are suspected of veering from the truth, and how foreign athletes—who may be

accustomed to other people negotiating unfamiliar cultural or financial situations for them—can

face pitfalls within the U.S. legal system.

Puig’s attorneys have since argued miscommunication and entrapment, leading to the successful

withdrawal of his previous plea deal and the exclusion of statements made in connection with his

plea agreement as evidence—a decision now under appeal by prosecutors. Puig’s appellate attorney

and BCLP Partner J.C. calls the prosecution’s claims “preposterous,” stating that the district judge

appropriately barred prosecutors from mentioning the deal in their case because the judge had yet

to accept the plea and had never questioned Puig about his understanding of it at a hearing, which

is a standard part of the plea process. “The government should just try the case fairly on the facts,

which we are ready to do,” J.C. said.
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https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2024-03-28/shohei-ohtani-sports-betting-investigation-dodgers-yasiel-puig
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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